
 
 

 

WHITE PAPER: Small Dollar Loan Legislation 
SB 874 and HB 469 

 
I. Summary 

 Consumer finance loans in Florida are found in Chapter 516 and are 

regulated by the Office of Financial Regulation. There are approximately 350 

licensees1.  There was a drop in licensees as an outcome of the Great Recession and 

subsequently there has been a sweeping change and consolidation in industry 

players, with new lenders moving into the state in the last year. Chapter 516 small 

dollar loans are a carve out from Florida’s criminal usury rate of 18%, allowing for 

loans with interest on a tiered scale, up to 30% per annum interest. For the fifth 

consecutive legislative session, California based lender Aura (formerly Insikt) has a 

bill seeking to bring their specific product to Florida. The bills raise the cost of these 

loans for the consumer and fail to provide adequate oversight, while consumer 

enhancements in the bills are not strong enough to provide meaningful protections.  

II. Comparison of the Bills 

 This paper focuses on several key distinctions from current law and their 

impact to consumers, as well as noting several places where consumers lost 

protections from the version of the bills filed in the 2018 Florida Legislative Session. 

                                                      
1 The major licensees in Florida include OneMain (formerly CitiFinancial), Mariner 
Finance (formerly Sunbelt), Oportun, TMX/InstaLoan, Nicholas. 
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      A.  Principal Amount, Rates and Fees 

 Currently Florida law allows unsecured2 loans up to $25,000 at a tiered rate 

of interest: up to $3000 – 30%; $3000 to $4000 – 24%; over $4000 – 18% all per 

annum.  The Aura proposal would limit principal to $10,000 and increase the tiered 

rates as follows: up to $3000 – 36%; $3000 to $4000 – 30%; over $4000 – 24% all 

per annum. This is an across the board increase of interest rates by 6% on what is 

already a high cost loan. 

 Additionally the Aura proposal provides an origination fee of the lesser of 

$903 or 6% of the principal. Current law limits this to a $25 fee. These fees are 

important since they drive up the cost of the loan for the consumer.4  

 Clearly, these bills increase the cost to consumers for unsecured loans. With 

the thriving market in lenders licensed under Chapter 516, increasing the cost of 

these loans to consumers is a step backward in consumer protection against high 

cost loans.  

     B. Licensing and Regulation 

 The Aura proposal overlays current law creating a new product and not 

changing the structure for the loans made today under Chapter 516. What they seek 

to do is create a second loan product within the single chapter. The proposal, 

therefore, provides for additional licensing and regulation under the Office of 

Financial Regulation. 

                                                      
2 Chapter 516 allows secured and unsecured loans. Both bills only allow unsecured 
loans. 
3 Up from $75 in the bills filed last year. 
4 See 12 CFR Part 1026.4. 
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 The Aura proposal requires the lender be licensed under Chapter 516; 

additionally, the lender must have “prior approval from the office to participate in 

the program.”5 Lenders must apply to participate in the Aura proposal and the 

Commission is tasked with creating rules that meet nine factors set out in the bill. If 

all the requirements are met, lenders may make loans as set out in the bill.  

 For borrowers, this creates problems. Under the Aura proposal, though there 

is some structure in terms of licensing, which should assist OFR in regulating these 

loans, it will be unclear to the consumer which loan they may be applying for and 

receiving. 

 Further, the Aura proposal allows for lenders to easily steer consumers 

between loans. The unscrupulous lender can seek the higher interest rate, yet fail to 

provide the additional factors required in making the higher cost loans.  For 

example, the Florida Administrative Code for Chapter 516 merely requires that the 

lender explain that the loan is made under the Florida Consumer Finance Act, the 

terms of the loan and the loan papers. Fla. Admin. Code R. 69V-160.014. This generic 

information makes sense with one loan product available, but becomes, at best, 

confusing for consumers and at worse, subject to manipulation. 

     C. Access Partners 

 The Aura proposal creates a complex system for using “access partners” to 

make loans. Access partners are a form of lead generators, who may perform a 

variety of functions as set out in a contract with the licensee, including providing 

                                                      
5 All fees to be assessed against licensees appear to have been removed in this bill. 
Last year there was a $1000 licensing fee, as well as a $30 fee for each Access 
Partner. These fees were to help defray the cost to taxpayers for the pilot program. 
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licensee approved information about loans, entering the loan information into a pre-

printed or electronic application and obtaining signatures, being the contact to the 

licensee about the status of the loan, disbursing loan proceeds, and receiving loan 

payments from the borrower. There is no limitation on the amount of the fee that 

the licensee may pay this lead generator/access partner. This would allow licensees 

to freely structure contracts with lead generators and allow payments based on the 

principal amounts of the loans, a practice that encourages lead generators to drive 

up the principal amount loaned to unsuspecting borrowers. 

 The program licensee essentially acts as the regulator of the access partner. 

Though information of the access partners is provided to OFR, it does not appear 

that they have direct regulatory oversight of the access partners.  

 Additionally, there is no statutory limitation on who might be considered as 

an access partner.  Chapter 516 does not apply to banks, credit unions and similar 

financial institutions; therefore, those entities may not sell chapter 516 products, 

and presumably may not act as access partners for licensees. There is no 

requirement that access partners be under the licensing and regulation of any state 

agency.6 Particularly, in disbursing loan proceeds to borrowers and accepting 

payments from borrowers, a heightened level of accountability is needed. For 

consumer advocates, this raises a red flag for concern and appears an easy entry for 

fraudulent activity.  

                                                      
6 California referral partners, called “finders,” in order to disburse loan proceeds 
under a similar statutory scheme, must be licensed and regulated pursuant to a 
number of sections of the California Financial Code including credit unions, escrow 
agents, industrial loan companies, and residential mortgage lenders, as well as 
money transmitters, check sellers, and pawn brokers. 
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     D. Sales of Ancillary Products 

 Though the Aura proposal seeks higher interest rates and origination fees, it 

does not ban the selling of ancillary products7, sales of which increase the cost of 

these already high cost loans to consumers, in order to financially benefit the lender. 

California’s similar statutory scheme bans the selling of the products.8 Texas, where 

Aura also sells loans, has limitations on ancillary products among their different 

lending schemes.9 High cost lenders frequently demand borrowers purchase the 

products, with no anti-coercion protection available for consumers. At the very 

least, consumers complain of feeling pressured by the lender to purchase ancillary 

products in order receive the loan. 

     E. Other Provisions Meant to Enhance Consumer Protection 

  There are a variety of provisions in the bills meant to provide measures of 

consumer protection. Most notably, the bills create underwriting requirements. The 

Aura proposal provides that the borrower’s outstanding monthly debt service 

payments may not exceed 50% of the borrowers gross monthly income for loans up 

to $3000; and 36% for loans over $3000.10 This is an extremely high debt to income 

ratio, setting the borrower up for a dangerous loan. Further, this scheme fails to 

include a requirement that the lender factor in the borrower’s monthly expenses, 

such as rent, utilities, childcare, child support and other fixed expenses and, 

therefore, it fails to provide a clear picture of the borrower’s ability to repay the 

                                                      
7 Ancillary products include credit life and credit disability. 
8 Cal. Fin. Code Sec. 22370(g). 
9 Tex. Fin. Code Ann. Sec. 342.402, Sec. 342.4021 compared with Tex. Fin. Code Ann. 
Sec. 342.254. 
10 Last year, the bills limited all loans to 35% ratio. 
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loan. Currently, lenders licensed under Chapter 516 provide proprietary 

underwriting, the specifics of which we do not know. Providing higher cost loans 

with weak underwriting creates hazards for consumers.  

 The Aura proposal has mandatory credit reporting of the borrower. This is 

generally good for the consumer and is an effort to help the borrower build a 

positive credit history, something lacking, for example with payday loans. However, 

again, current licensees under Chapter 516 already engage in credit reporting for 

their borrowers. 11 

 The Aura proposal makes reference to credit counseling, giving consumers 

notice of what is available or offering a program, though a credit counseling 

program is not mandatory. 

 The bills provide limitations on refinancing of loans, requiring that 60% of 

the principal have been paid and that the borrower be current on the loan. These 

are good protections for the consumer.  

 Finally, the bills have a minimum loan term of 120 days for loans up to 

$3000; 12 months for loans over $3000. This is a solid consumer protection needed 

in Florida since car title lenders are currently exploiting the lack of a minimum loan 

term for installment loans. 

 The Aura proposal would state the contract may be provided in another 

language if the contract is negotiated in that language, though it is not required; 

appears to ban mandatory arbitration; is a pilot program that sunsets in 2022 and 

                                                      
11 Mariner Finance, for example, reports to two of the three credit reporting 
bureaus; OneMain reports to one of the credit reporting bureaus. 
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has a data collection requirement, that has been watered down from its 2018 bill 

and therefore provides less helpful information.   

III. Appropriations Impact 

 The Aura proposal would financially impact the Office of Financial 

Regulation. It imposes more work on OFR, including the creation of new rules and 

the amending of existing rules, a range of new services for licensees, and collecting, 

maintaining and posting data on a website about the pilot program. However, the 

bills wipe out all fees that were in prior iterations, thus removing all efforts to be 

self-funding in terms of regulation.  

IV. Annual Report 

 The pilot program provides that the Office will report on program loans but 

removed from the reporting requirements are: why a licensee was rejected for the 

pilot program; the number and type of access partners used by a licensee; 

information on delinquency charges; data on disqualifying access partners. This 

data should be included in pilot program reports.  

I. Conclusion 

 Payday loans in Florida, data shows, have placed many low-income 

consumers in debt traps. Consumer advocates wish to support strong alternative 

products for consumers. HB 469 and SB 874 provide well-intended options for small 

dollar installment loans for consumers, advocated as an alternative to payday loans. 

However, the increase in cost to the consumer is unwarranted given the robust 

nature of the industry in Florida already.  This cost is not ameliorated by any 

amount of additional lender requirements, most of which this industry is already 
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doing. These bills, if passed, will drive up the cost for all existing small dollar 

installment loans, as current licensees under Chapter 516 will opt to sell these 

higher cost products. Unfortunately these bills do not move us forward toward a 

safer installment loan. 
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